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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unJDc4OP9WA - Love is on fire Acoustic by
Italobrothers

Well i listened to the song and i pulled the chords from the bassline so i think

it should sound pretty similar. This is only the rhythm guitar part... The lead 
part may be coming soon. Any corrections or whatever just comment and i ll check

again. Oh and these are the oly chords you can find on the internet... for now
:D

Enjoy!

Italobrothers - Love Is On Fire (Acoustic) Chords by ElPapa

Intro: C#m , A , G#m , B   (The A is preferably played the 5th fret version)

C#m                              A
    I can see us in your eyes  
                        G#m 
No need to think it twice
                              B 
Like it was always meant to be

You and me
C#m                                            A
    And there are times when everything is a mess
                          G#m
But nothing is to confess
                         B
Like when two stars collide

Chorus:
            A              (here i would play the common A)
Love is on fire
B       C#m  
A burning heart
              A     B      C#m
As if I have known it from the start
        A      B 
It was love at first sight
    C#m
No matter of time
      F#m            A  B



That I will make you mine
  
 A    B          C#m
Yeah! Tap-dah-de-doe
 A    B          C#m
Yeah! Tap-dah-de-doe
 A    B          C#m
Yeah! Tap-dah-de-doe
      F#m            A   B
That I will make you mine

Interlude: C#m , C#sus2 (pulls 2nd finger from 2nd string 5th fret)

Verse

Chorus 

Solo or Bridge or call it whatever you want: A (Pick lower 2 strings after) B 
(Pick lower strings) fast slide to C#m (pick lower strings) x4
F#m (Pick lower strings) A (pick lower strings)

Repeat 2nd part of chorus (yeah dap ...)

Repeat 1st part of chorus

Outro is the same as Bridge/Solo without picking the lower strings

That s it i hope you enjoy it! If you want to share these chords somewhere do
not 
take off the credit. 
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